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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset (33)
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Newly-released photographs reveal the spectacle wedding of Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn who, unbeknownst to herself at the time, was battling coronavirus on her big day.  The Netflix reality star, 31, wed millionaire tech businessman Christian Richard, 41, in December 2019, and the photographs of the extraordinary event have now been revealed for the first time.  Clad in an off-the-shoulder black gown, the Oppenheim Group realtor ensured she stood out in stark contrast to the whitely decorated cathedral in downtown Los Angeles.  The reception, meanwhile, had red and black theme, complete with black swans swimming in small pools within dramatic floral arrangements.  The couple tied the knot in front of 75 friends and family ? and Christine revealed that she was actually battling coronavirus on her big day, although she didn?t realize it at the time.  She explained: 'I was really, really sick on my wedding day. I actually had, which I now know, was corona.  'I got really sick in late December and we were traveling. I was sick for about a month when we were filming [Selling Sunset].  'I couldn?t even have a bachelorette party, I was so bummed about that. That time was such a high but a low at the same time.'?  The wedding was orchestrated by Beverly Hills event planner Lisa Lafferty, who was given free reign when it came to the budget, arriving to the ceremony in a Victorian carriage pulled by black stallions.  The ?bleeding? cake meanwhile was topped with gargoyles, and real snow was engineered to fall during the event too.   Speaking to people.com, Christine said: 'We wanted to get married in December to start off the New Year [as husband and wife]. And a winter wonderland theme with a wicked twist is memorable forever.  'I never conformed to the status quo or societal expectations. I?ve always enjoyed being bold, different and trendsetting.?  'I?ve always wanted to get married in a black wedding dress, and I?m so happy that my dream came true.'?  She also said she didn?t like the way her wedding was portrayed on the Selling Sunset reality show.  She said: 'The wedding was the best day of my life and it was hard for me to watch it on the television show because that's not really the way that I remember it.?  Her co-stars Chrishell Stause and Davina Potratz were there and naturally the reality show honed in on the drama.  'I understand they wanted to get certain storylines in there, but this was actually my day,' Christine went on.  'This was my day, and I was just disappointed in the way it was perceived on camera and translated, unfortunately. I'm not going to lie, I was crying when I watched it. I was like, "This is not my wedding, this is not my wedding."'.  11 Aug 2020  Pictured: Selling Sunset star Christine Quinn wed millionaire Christian Richard in Los Angeles in December 2019, the wedding photograph of which have been released on August 10, 2020.  Photo credit: John and Joseph/ MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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